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PERSONAL STYLE BASE

Your base personality dressing

style is at the core of your style,

leave it out of any outfit and you

just won't feel right. So let's jump

right into the style so you can

understand more about what

you're looking for.

CLASSIC STYLE

COMMUNICATES

The message of the Classic style is that

you're organised, efficient and professional.  

 

Your style is simple and isn't fussy and you're

always appropriate for the occasion.
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KEY ELEMENTS

Key elements of the style

include a desire to

appropriate and well put-

together wearing more

structured clothing styles in

crisp woven fabrics.

 

You'll find smooth, matte

fabrics in darker neutral

colours such as black, grey

and navy, teamed with

white or pale blue.

CLASSIC ACCESSORIES

Your accessories are refined and polished.  Real

gems in traditional understated settings will be your

go to jewellery styles.  

 

Fine-soled leather shoes in neutral colours that

blend with your outfits, mostly pumps or loafers.   

 

Handbags are made from leather in structured styles

with a top handle.

To get the full picture on how to dress for your personality as well as discover

your best colours, your figure flattery guidelines and your personal style values

join my 7 Steps to Style Program - because defining your personal style is the

easiest way to have a wardrobe full of clothes you love to wear.
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GROOMING

Your grooming is always polished, with straight sleek

hair - the bob, or tied up in a low tidy ponytail.  Your

makeup is always there, but never overstated or too

heavy, but it says you have an eye for detail.  You

would rather be overdressed than underdressed and

will like to make sure what you wear is appropriate at

all times.
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